
THE EMOTIONAL POWER  
OF PURPOSE IN ADVERTISING



PURPOSE 
A mission that goes beyond the 

delivery of a great product or service. 
How the brand or organisation  
improves wellbeing and society  

in general. 

INTRODUCTION

Many businesses and brands have realised that consumers, employees and 
investors are interested in more than just functional benefits and the bottom 
line. They increasingly expect businesses to behave more ethically, promote 
wellbeing in society in the broader sense, and to take ownership of their 
responsibility towards the community.

This has led many businesses to dial up their underlying brand purpose (if 
they have one) or seek to find an expression of their brands that emphasises 
the broader good they bring.

Findings collated as part of Kantar’s ‘Purpose 2020’ project shows that: 

• 84% of centennials expect companies to take a stand on important 
social issues 

• People are 3x more likely to stay when working for an organisation 
that embodies purpose 

• With $6 trillion in assets, BlackRock’s CEO highlights the importance of 
purpose by stating that every company must have one if they want 
to keep their license to operate

Further, data from Kantar’s BrandZ global brand equity study supports the 
importance of purpose. Analysis of 100 brands over a 10-year period showed 
that brands with strong purpose perceptions grew at thrice the  
rate of those that only scored at the average. Strong evidence that 
purpose counts. 
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Kantar’s database of over 200,000 ads includes over 38,000 ads where 
we used Affectiva’s facial coding technology to fully understand emotional 
response. We analysed approximately 20,000 ads tested over the last 5-6 
years and found only a small proportion of these ads were categorised 
as purposeful. We compared the ads that promote purpose, defined as 
environmental or social responsibility messages or corporate reputation,  
with ads that did not. 

The evidence that Kantar and Affectiva have gathered on advertising 
success clearly reveals that while a higher purpose may be  
powerful – simply promoting brand purpose alone is no guarantee  
of advertising success. 

Across a variety of key measures, such as potential effect on brand 
equity (‘Brand power contribution’), potential impact on brand salience, 
persuasiveness, enjoyment, credibility, ease of understanding, and emotional 
intensity (as measured by facial expressiveness), ads with purpose on 
average look like any other ad. 

So, what’s going on? If consumers want brands to have purpose, why don’t 
ads that promote that do better? In order for purpose to be successful, we 
need to look further. 

HOW TO EFFECTIVELY  
COMMUNICATE PURPOSE
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Ads promoting purpose tend to be no better than average

Brand 'Power  
Contribution

Brand Salience Persuasion Enjoyment Credibility Ease of 
understanding

Emotional 
Expressiveness

Without'Purpose' 55 58 56 57 60 52 52

With 'Purpose' 60 57 52 60 63 47 50

The results are expressed as percentiles relative to our global database – that 
is, 50 represents the global average on a measure, and 100 represents the 
highest 1% of the distribution, and 1 would represent the lowest 1% of scores.



Ads which have a clear message that is credible and fits with what the 
brand does are much more likely to be effective than those that don’t. 
Our advertising data provides the evidence that supports what many 
commentators have said about purpose - it is only valuable if the brand 
walks the walk. 

A clear link to what the brand does is critical to landing a purposeful message

Looking at over 600 purposeful ads, we split them into two groups - one 
where viewers say that the idea fits with the brand, and one where they say 
it does not. The results are dramatic. Where there is a fit with the brand, 
the ads perform radically better on many measures - potential impact on 
brand equity, salience, immediate persuasion, enjoyment, credibility, ease of 
understanding are all higher -so showing how the brand lives its purpose is 
hugely impactful. 

AUTHENTICITY

Brand 'Power  
Contribution

Brand Salience Persuasion Enjoyment Credibility Ease of 
understanding

Emotional 
Expressiveness

With ‘Purpose’ 
but weak Fit 
with Brand

27 36 34 21 5127 32

With ‘Purpose’ 
and Fits  
with Brand

79 72 7663 81 63 47
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Cannes Lions Effectiveness Winners like Savlon Chalk-sticks, or Saltwater 
Brewery’s Edible 6 pack rings are great examples of exactly that - successful 
communications grounded in a real action by the brand. 

Savlon in India won the 2018 Cannes Lions Creative Effectiveness Award 
for their campaign around a clear product innovation that had clear 
potential societal impact: Savlon Chalk sticks. In many parts of rural India, 
handwashing with soap is a key behaviour to promote as many children 
eat with their hands. Chalk sticks is a product for use in rural schools, where 
many children still write with chalk on slates. The chalks are impregnated 
with soap, so that when children wash the chalk dust off their hands before 
lunchtime, they are automatically washing with soap. The impact of the 
campaign on the brand was understandably huge. 

Similarly, a small Florida brewer, Saltwater Breweries, won for their campaign 
around the introduction of edible six pack rings - rather than using plastic 
harmful to sea life, they introduced a six-pack ring that is edible by marine 
animals - again to huge impact on sales and brand equity.

So, campaigns that back up claims for societal benefit with obvious 
connections to the brand and product will not surprisingly be more credible 
and more effective. 

https://youtu.be/vewTtNAoJU0
https://youtu.be/sXwlD7rod-c
https://youtu.be/sXwlD7rod-c


However, even an authentic purposeful message may not guarantee 
successful communication. We saw earlier that, emotional connection was 
not much higher on average among purposeful, authentic ads, which can  
be because such ads can be a bit factual and earnest. 

A REAL MAGNIFIER COMES FROM 
COMBINING THAT AUTHENTIC 
PURPOSE, AND BRAND BEHAVIOUR 
WITH POWERFUL STORYTELLING. 

STORYTELLING

Brand 'Power  
Contribution

Brand Salience Enjoyment Shareability Credibility Ease of 
understanding

Persuasion

With ‘Purpose’, 
fit and High 
emotional 
power

81 83 6779 80 79 60

With ‘Purpose’, 
fit but Low 
emotional 
power

69 7076 72 80 62 65
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Here we split our purposeful ads that fit with the brand into those that 
generate strong emotional responses as measured by Affectiva’s facial 
coding, and those that do not. These ads are on average all good, but on 
measures relating to salience, enjoyment, shareability and potential impact 
on the brand, bringing the message to life emotionally makes a further 
difference. Such an approach is more likely to get visibility and sharing than 
a simply factual approach. 

Emotional storytelling raises creative power even further



The best performing ad on Kantar’s UK Christmas ad study in 2018 was 
Iceland’s Rang-tan, which combined a powerful ethical message - the 
removal of all palm oil from Iceland’s own-brand products, with highly 
emotive storytelling, to great effect.

Even though the ad was banned from TV because it was based on 
a Greenpeace film, it was a huge viral hit, and it outperformed our 
benchmarks across the board, especially in terms of engagement and 
potential brand impact. 

Iceland’s spot generates strong emotions as viewers identify with the problem,  
and find hope in the message

CASE STUDY: 
ICELAND’S ‘RANG-TAN’ CAMPAIGN
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If we examine the emotional response to the ad via facial coding, we can 
clearly see the emotional engagement with the story, as shown by the 
very strong expressiveness. Specifically, concern (Brow furrows) rises as the 
personal plight of Rang-tan is articulated, but the little girl’s passionate 
championing of Rang-tan’s cause creates an enormously positive response 
(smiles), with the brand’s role initially creating slight confusion, but then a 
positive resolution.

This is a great example of a brand taking a credible stand and articulating 
the issue in an enormously powerful way.

  Expressiveness   Smile   Brow Furrow

30.0

22.5

15.0

7.5

0.0

https://youtu.be/TQQXstNh45g


A further example is Nike’s Dream Crazy campaign featuring Colin 
Kaepernick. While contentious, Nike’s support for the NFL star in the face 
of criticism for his protest in support of the Black Lives Matter campaign 
feels entirely authentic for the brand, whose essence is all about effortful 
achievement of personal goals. And the use of Kaepernick as an example of 
this landed with real emotional power. 

Our research into the ad showed clearly that response to it is overwhelmingly 
positive, even if the brand faced some initial backlash. It is highly distinctive, 
involving and enjoyable, with strong potential to positively impact brand 
equity. On an emotional level, a key moment in the spot is where the child’s 
amazing catch, and the reveal of Kaepernick, and his message, which was 
positively received by most. So, the brand’s stance is not just authentic,  
but well told, to great effect.

The Kaepernick spot itself has a powerful emotional impact and strong likelihood to 
build brand equity

CASE STUDY: 
NIKE’S DREAM CRAZY CAMPAIGN, 
WITH COLIN KAEPERNICK
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Top 15% 
Long-term brand equity

Top 7% 
Distinctiveness

Top 3% 
Enjoyment

Top 3% 
Involvement

Gut response: “Inspirtational’, “Motivating”, “Empowering” but “Risky”

Database scores

https://youtu.be/Fq2CvmgoO7I


Our data clearly shows that purpose is for life, not just for advertising.  
There is no point adopting a purpose for marketing reasons or an ad 
campaign. It has to be real or not only will the campaign fail, your brand  
will face a backlash.

Authenticity is therefore crucial – and businesses need to think hard about 
their purpose. It should be something people value, something the brand or 
business can do, and ideally, something only that brand can do.

Campaigns must show how the brand delivers on that purpose in deeds,  
not words, or it risks creating rejection and confusion.

These are emotive topics usually, so they lend themselves to emotional 
storytelling - but it is important to do that to land the message and  
create momentum behind your idea, as cases such as Iceland and Nike 
clearly show.

CONCLUSION

EMOTIONALLY-AWARE TECHNOLOGY 
AND INSIGHTS CAN HELP BUSINESSES 
CAPTURE ATTENTION AND BRING 
PEOPLE WITH THEM
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Email: info@kantar.com 
Website: www.affectiva.com/contact-us/

You may also be interested in:

Article: Gillette me this ad right

Blog: Emotionally Charged Ad Analysis: Kaepernick Nike campaign

Kantar Marketplace: Test your TV ads quickly with facial coding

Report: Purpose 2020  
Report: The UK Stars of 2018’s Christmas Advertising

Webinar: The Emotional Power Of Purpose In Advertising, The pitfalls and Potential 
Webinar: Harness the Power of Diversity to Nurture Successful brands

GET IN TOUCH

Kantar is the world’s leading data, insights and consulting company. We understand 
more about how people think, feel, shop, share, vote and view than anyone else. 
Combining our expertise in human understanding with advanced technologies, 
Kantar’s 30,000 people help the world’s leading organisations succeed and grow.

Affectiva envisions a world where technology can understand all things human. 
Affectiva is the pioneer of Human Perception AI – software that can detect nuanced 
human emotions, complex cognitive states, behaviours, activities and interactions. 
Affectiva has built the world's largest human state data repository with over 8 
million faces analysed in 87 countries, and is used by 25% of the Fortune Global 
500 companies to optimize their content and media spend. 

mailto:info%40kantar.com?subject=
www.affectiva.com/contact-us/
https://uk.kantar.com/business/brands/2019/gillette-me-get-this-ad-right/
https://blog.affectiva.com/emotionally-charged-ad-analysis-with-kantar-millward-brown-kaepernick-nike-campaign
https://www.kantarmarketplace.com/ix/DataMarketPlace/PublicKantarMarketPlace/GlobalProduct?id=btnExpertsoluation
https://consulting.kantar.com/growth-hub/purpose2020/
http://www.millwardbrown.com/promo/download/christmas-advertising-2018?utm_campaign=UK-standard-mailing&utm_source=pardot&utm_medium=email&utm_content=link&custom_source=UK-standard-mailing_email-mkt
http://www.millwardbrown.com/global-navigation/news/news-events/webinars/2019/the-emotional-power-of-purpose-in-advertising
http://www.millwardbrown.com/global-navigation/news/news-events/webinars/2018/harness-the-power-of-diversity-to-nurture-successful-brands

